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Introductions
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Enhanced Ambulatory Patient 
Groups (EAPGs)
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EAPG payment overview and calculator walkthrough 



 Rate year 2022 outpatient EAPGs based on 
version 3.16 with normalized national weights1

 EAPGs assigned on a claim-line basis (i.e., a 
mapping from HCPCS to EAPGs)
 Each of the 648 EAPGs corresponds to a relative weight

 Each EAPG assigned to one of 13 EAPG “Types”

 Claim-line interaction adjudication
 Multiple significant procedures

 Repeat ancillary discounting

 Ancillary procedure packaging 
1. See https://www.forwardhealth.wi.gov/wiportal/content/provider/medicaid/hospital/drg/drg.htm.spage for more information about 
EAPG weights, base rates and other software and reimbursement information.
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EAPG Payment Overview
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EAPG Payment Overview - Flow Chart
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 The RY 2022 Wisconsin EAPG Calculator is a dynamic 
Excel tool intended to demonstrate DHS' Medicaid 
FFS outpatient EAPG payment methodology 

 The purpose of this tool is to demonstrate an 
illustrative allowed amount for an example Medicaid 
outpatient claim under the FFS EAPG payment 
methodology, based on data inputs entered by the 
user
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EAPG Calculator - Purpose



 This tool requires 3M™ EAPG grouper output obtained 
separately (specifically the EAPG assignment and 
EAPG flag fields), and does not "group" the claim

 This tool does not reflect adjustments for patient paid 
amounts, Third Party Liabilities, or negotiated 
managed care rates

 This tool does not include pricing for EAPG carveout 
services

 This tool is for illustrative, informational purposes only 
and should not be relied upon to determine the actual 
claim payment for adjudication

 Schedule for updating to include new hospitals to be 
determined
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EAPG Calculator - Limitations



 Screenshot below of input/output worksheet

 Contains detailed input/output instructions

 Tool looks up associated weights and base rates per 
user inputs
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EAPG Calculator - Inputs



1. Hospital Medicaid ID:

2. EAPG Service:

(EAPG or “other” type)

3. Visit ID (unique visits):

(EAPG software output)

4. EAPG code:

(EAPG software output)

5. Bilateral Adjustment Flag:

(EAPG software output)
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EAPG Calculator - Input Elements



1. Informational data:

a. EAPG description

b. EAPG type

2. Payment data:

a. EAPG weight

b. Payment adjustment factors

i. Bilateral adjustment

ii. Multiple significant procedure adjustment

iii. Repeat ancillary procedure adjustment

iv. Procedure packaging adjustment
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EAPG Calculator - Intermediate 
Calculations



1. Line-by-line EAPG payments before 
adjustments

2. Line-by-line aggregate adjustment impacts 
(payment percentage)

3. Line-by-line final (adjusted) payments

4. Claim allowed 
amount
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EAPG Calculator - Claim Payment



Calculator Example
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EAPG Calculator - Example



EAPG calculator-related 
questions?
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All Payer Refined Diagnosis 
Related Groups (APR DRGs)
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APR DRG payment overview and calculator walkthrough 



 Rate year 2022 APR DRG version 38 with 
normalized national weights1

 An APR DRG and severity of illness (SOI) level is 
assigned to each admission

 DRG is based on diagnoses codes, procedure codes, 
and other patient characteristics to assign DRG

 SOI is based on secondary diagnoses and procedures

 Payments modified by outlier policy in the case 
of high-cost claims1

1. See https://www.forwardhealth.wi.gov/wiportal/content/provider/medicaid/hospital/drg/drg.htm.spage for more information about 
APR DRG weights, base rates and other software and reimbursement information.
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APR DRG Payment Overview



 The RY 2022 Wisconsin DRG Calculator is a dynamic 
Excel tool intended to demonstrate DHS' Medicaid 
FFS inpatient APR DRG payment methodology 

 The purpose of this tool is to demonstrate an 
illustrative allowed amount for an example Medicaid 
inpatient claim under the FFS APR DRG payment 
methodology, based on data inputs entered by the 
user
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DRG Calculator - Purpose



 This tool requires 3M™ APR DRG grouper output obtained 
separately (specifically the APR DRG and Severity of Illness 
level assignment), and does not "group" the claim

 This tool does not reflect adjustments for negotiated 
managed care rates

 This tool does not include pricing for APR DRG carveout 
services (for example, excludes per diem pricing)

 This tool is for illustrative, informational purposes only and 
should not be relied upon to determine the actual claim 
payment for adjudication

 Schedule for updating to include new hospitals to be 
determined
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DRG Calculator - Limitations



Model inputs:
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DRG Calculator - Overview

Model output (including paid dollars):



Calculator Example
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DRG Calculator - Example



DRG calculator-related questions?
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All questions can be sent by email to: 
DHSDMSBRS@dhs.Wisconsin.gov
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Questions



The services provided for this project were performed under the signed contract between Milliman and the Wisconsin 
Department of Health Services (DHS) effective February 3, 2021. The calculators shared on DHS’s ForwardHealth portal are 
intended to be a demonstration of Medicaid pricing. These calculators may not capture all the editing and pricing complexity 
of the Wisconsin Medicaid Management Information System. In the event differences between the actual Medicaid FFS 
claims payment and the results of this tool, the actual claim payment should be considered final.

The information contained in this presentation has been prepared solely for the business use of DHS related Divisions for a 
hospital stakeholder meeting presentation on May 16, 2022, and is not appropriate for other purposes. To the extent that 
the information contained in this correspondence is provided to any approved third parties, the correspondence should be 
distributed in its entirety. Any user of the data must possess a certain level of expertise in health care modeling that will 
allow appropriate use of the data presented. This presentation should be reviewed along with the EAPG and APR DRG 
calculators and all associated documentation of those calculators.

Milliman makes no representations or warranties regarding the contents of this correspondence to third parties. Likewise, 
third parties are instructed that they are to place no reliance upon this presentation prepared for DHS by Milliman that would 
result in the creation of any duty or liability under any theory of law by Milliman or its employees to third parties. 

In performing the preliminary analysis supporting this presentation, we relied on data and other information provided by 
DHS, CMS, DHS’ MMIS vendor Gainwell, and DHS’ former hospital rate-setting contractor Guidehouse. We have not audited 
or verified this data and other information. If the underlying data or information is inaccurate or incomplete, the results of 
our analysis may likewise be inaccurate or incomplete. 

Milliman has developed certain models to estimate the values included in this presentation. We have reviewed the models, 
including their inputs, calculations, and outputs for consistency, reasonableness, and appropriateness to the intended 
purpose.

Results presented here do not represent estimates of future experience.  Actual experience will vary from our estimates for 
many reasons, potentially including differences in population health status, reimbursement levels, delivery systems, random 
variation, or other factors.  It is important that actual experience be monitored and adjustments made, as appropriate.

This analysis contains information produced, in part, by using 3M Company’s proprietary computer software created, owned 
and licensed by 3M Company. All copyrights in and to the 3M Software are owned by 3M Company or its affiliates. All rights 
reserved. 3M has no responsibility for the contents of this analysis.

Caveats and Limitations
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